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Abstract 

This paper addresses the problem of transmitting real-time isochronous traffic in a DQDB 
network using the Pre-Arbitrated (PA) access. In the DQDB standard, a framework is 
defined to provide connection-oriented isochronous services using PA access. In this frame
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The DQDB protocol is a Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol which has been defined 
by IEEE as a standard (IEEE802.6) for Metropolitan Area Networks (MAN) [1£E90J. 
Two access controls are specified: the Pre-Arbitrated (PA) for Isochronous services (ex: 
video, voice) and the Queue Arbitrated (QA) for Asynchronous services (ex: data). 

The QA access mechanisms are detailed in the standard [1£E90J and the study, the 
analysis and the evaluation of these mechanisms have been made in numerous works 
[CJ94], [MB92]' [TGS91 J. On the other hand, mechanisms to provide a real- time isochronous 
service, based on the PA access, are not described in the standard. 

Today, in the increasing context of distributed multimedia applications (applications 
integrating video, voice and text) which are real-time applications based on high speed 
networks, it is essential to specify PA mechanisms for providing real-time isochronous 
services in a DQDB network. This is precisely the goal of this paper. 

This paper includes three sections. The second section presents a proposal in terms, 
at first, of a service-protocol pair for requesting bandwidth allocation and releasing band
width for connection-oriented isochronous services, and second, of a bandwidth allocation 
scheme for a set of connections, which can change during the time. Note, concerning 
the bandwidth allocation scheme, that we benefit from well-known results in the area of 
centralized scheduling [LL73], which are suitable for our problem. The third section is 
concerned by the formal specification and verification of the suggested service-protocol 
pair. The formal modeling is based 011 Petri Nets which are a suitable formalism for the 
specification of communication mechanisms (parallelism, synchronization). In this way, 
we can have confidence in the suggested specification. The fourth section specifies a band
width allocation scheme which allows, at first, to schedule a set of real-time isochronous 
connections, and second, to t.ake into account load changes (called mode changes) by 
guaranteeing correctness and responsiveness. 

2 PROPOSAL 

We now present the main features of our proposal in terms of an architecture for the PA 
access; a service-protocol pair for requesting a bandwidth allocation and releasing an al
located bandwidth (primitives, PDUs and exchange scheme); and a. bandwidth allocation 
scheme. 

Architecture for the PA access 

In the standard [1£E90J, a framework is defined in order to support a connection-oriented 
isochronous service. This framework is composed of the following modules: 

• in each node, the MAC entity includes, in particular, the following two modules: an 
Isochronous Convergence Function (ICF) module and a PA module. 

the IeF module must provide, at first, the bandwidth allocation and release 
(by means of a connection establishment/disconnection service/protocol pair) 
and, second, during the time where the bandwidth is allocated, the adaptation 
between the rates of the application layer and the P A service. Concerning the 
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adaptation: its main function on the emission side, is buffering the Information 
Units (IUs) coming from the application, fragmenting the IUs at the size of 
the P A segment payload field (48 bytes) of a slot and sending this field to 
the PA module; its main function on the receiving side, is receiving the PA 
segment payload fields from the PA module, reassembling these fields into IUs 
and sending these IUs to the application layer. 

- the PA module, on the one hand, provides a service to the ICF module, receiv
ing and sending the PA segment payload field and, on the other hand, controls 
the medium access, i.e. writing and reading the slot (53 bytes). 

• in one node, there must be a Signaling Termination (ST) module which makes the 
management of the signaling protocol for establishing connections (i.e. requesting 
bandwidth allocation). 

• in one node, there must be a Bandwidth Manager (BM) module which decides, 
when it is requested by the ST module whether bandwidth can be or cannot be 
allocated to the connection. 

In the standard neither the location of the ST and BM modules nor a precise exchange 
scheme are specified. We propose the architecture which is represented on the figure 1. 

nos A 

BusB 

Figure 1: Architecture for the PA access. 

• we put the ST and BM modules relative to each bus in a same module called CM 
(Control Module). The CM module is located in the node at the head of the bus, 
i.e. the node which includes the HOB module. In this way, when the CM module 
will decide to allocate bandwidth to a connection, it will order the HOB module to 
put a PA mark in the slot type field of a generated slot. The node at the head of 
a bus is globally called a Control Station (CS) which includes QA, CM, and HOB 
modules. Hence, we have a CS(A) station at the head of the bus A and a CS(B) 
station at the head of the bus B. Note that as we are not considering applications 
in the control stations, they do not need a PA module. 
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• in the other nodes, i.e. the nodes where we have user applications with real-time 
isochronous service requirements, we have represented an application module which 
nses the service of the ICF module which itself can use the QA and PA modules. The 
QA module is used for requesting a bandwidth allocation and releasing an allocated 
bandwidth. Once the bandwidth has been allocated, the rCF module uses the PA 
module for transferring the periodic da.ta .. 

Service-protocol pair 

We then consider the service-protocol pair which concerns the layer composed of the rCF 
modules, in the nodes where we have applications and of the modules CM(A) and CM(B) 
respectively in the nodes CS(A) and CS(B). The role of the service-protocol pair is to 
provide the allocation of a requested bandwidth to the application entities and t.o release 
this bandwidth. 

We now present the basic ideas for specifying such a service-protocol pair: exchange 
scheme, primitives between application entities and rCF entities, PDUs between rCFs, 
CM(A) and CM(B). We do not consider here the underlying QA mechanism. 

Specification context 

Hypothesis 

• the application entities require real-time isochronous services with a bidirectional 
exchange of traffic, then they need bandwidth allocation on the bus A (CM(A) will 
do that) and on the bus B (CM(B) will do that). 

• tIle associations between two application entities for the bandwidth allocation phase, 
are governed by the concept Initiator-Responder. Furthermore, each application 
entity define its period. 

• the associations between two application entities for the bandwidth release phase 
are symmetrical, i.e. any entity can initiates the bandwidth release phase. 

Basic ideas 

Bandwidth allocation phase 
The ICF module, associated to the initiator application entity, begins this phase send

ing a message to the CM module in the CS node which controls the bus when the responder 
side is downstream. It is in this bus that the initiator side will send its IUs to the respon
der side. The responder side will send its IUs to the initiator side on the other bus. This 
Ckf module, in particular, has the leading ?'Ole during the bandwidth allocation phase. 

Bandwidth release phase 
We adopt the concept of no graceful disconnection. The rCF module requesting a 

disconnection do not wait the response of the other rCF, to consider that the connection 
is released. On the other hand, each ICF waits the disconnection messages of the two CM 
mod ules to consider that the connection is released. 
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The bandwidth allocation phase 

We define, for each bus, the concepts of locked bandwidth and allocated bandwidth. 
These concepts allow to specify the exchange scheme between the lCF and the CM mod
ules. Call lCF(I) and lCF(R) the lCF modules in respectively the initiator and responder 
side, and CM(L) and CMCL) the CM modules which have respectively the Leading role 
and Not the Leading role. 

We propose the following exchange scheme: 

1. lCF(l) sends to CM(L) its request for a bidirectional communication between the 
initiator address and the responder address. 

2. CM(L), ifit agrees (available bandwidth on its bus), locks bandwidth and propagates 
the request of lCF(I) with its positive answer and the identifier of the VCl (virtual 
channel identifier) that it forecasts for this isochronous connection. 

:3. ICF(l) sees the answer of CM(L). lCF(R) and CM(L) know the request of lCF(I) 
and the answer of CM(L). 

4. lCF(R) ifit agrees to establish a connection with lCF'(I), will transmit its agreement 
to CM(L) on the bus controlled by CM(L) . 

. 5. CM(L) when it receives the positive answer of lCF(R) and if it agrees (available 
bandwidth on its bus), locks bandwidth and transmits, on its bus, to lCF(R), lCF(I) 
and CM(L), its positive answer and the identifier of the VCl that it forecasts for 
this isochronous connection. 

6. When CM(L) receives the agreement of CM(L), it has the global knowledge that 
all the different partners agree. Then it sends on its bus, the connection order to 
lCF(l), lCF(R) and CM(L). 

Remark: We will consider that the different entities CM(L), CM(L), lCF(R) can refuse 

The bandwidth release phase 

As there is not a leading module in this phase, we maintain the notation CM(L) and 
CM(L) used in the bandwidth allocation phase. 

Consider that lCF(I) starts the bandwidth release phase. 'vVe propose the following 
scheme: 

1. lCF(l) sends to CM(L) its request for releasing the bandwidth. 

2. CM(L) transmits to lCF(!), lCF(R) and CM(L), a message informing that it releases 
the VCl allocated on its bus for the communication between lCF(!) and lCF(R). 

:3. CM(L), after reception of the message coming from CM(L) transmits to lCF(R), 
lCF(l), and CM(L) a message informing that it releases the VCl allocated on the 
bus for the communication between lCF(R) and leF(l). When lCF(R), ICF(I) and 
CM(L) receive this message, they consider that the communication is terminated. 
They have the knowledge that the bandwidth is no more allocated. 
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Remark: In the case of a ICF(R) request for releasing the bandwidth, we have the same 
scheme with the role of ICF(I) and ICF(R) and the role of CM(L) and CM(l) reversed. 

Primitives and PDUs 

Before describing the primitives and PDUs, we give some notation about the parameters: 
addr I and addr R mean respectively the address of the initiator and the address of the 
responder; bidir means bidirectional exchange; per I is the period of the traffic generated 
by the initiator and per R is the period of the traffic generated by the responder; VCI( A) 
and VCI(B) mean respectively the identifier of a virtual connection on the bus A and the 
identifier of a virtual connection on the bus B. 

Requesting bandwidth 

Primitives between the application and the ICF(I) 

- openJequest (addr I, addr R, bidir, per I): the application requests a connection 
- open_conf( +) (addr I, addr R, bidir, per I, per R): ICF(I) confirms the connection 
- open_conf(-) (addr I, addr R, bidir, per I): ICF(I) informs that the connection is 

refused 

Primitives between the application and the ICF(R) 

- open_ind (addr I, addr R, bidir, per I): rCF(R) informs that a connection is requested 
- open_resp(+) (addr I, addr R, bidir, per I, per R): the application accepts the con-

nection 
- open_resp(-) (addr I, addr R, bidir, per I): the application refuse the connection 
- esUnd(+) (addr I, addr R, bidir, per I, per R): ICF(R) informs that the connection 

is established 
- esUnd(-) (addr I, addr R, bidir, per I, per R): ICF(R) informs that the connection 

is refused 

PDUs for requesting bandwidth allocation and accepting this request 

- seLup (addr I, addr R, bidir, per I): request from ICF(I) 
- seLup_ack_A (addr I, addr R, bidir, per I, VCI(A»: agreement of CM(A) 
- set_up_ack (addr I, addr R, bidir, per R): agreement of ICF(R) 
- seLup_ack_B (addr I, addr R, bidir, per R, VCI(B»: agreement of CM(B) 
- connect (addr I, addr R, bidir, per I, per R, VCI(A), VCI(B»: connection order given 

by CM(A) 

PDUs for refusing the bandwidth allocation request 

- set_up_nack_A (addr r, addr R, bidir, per I): refusal of CS(A) 
- set_up_nacLB (addr r, addr R, bidir, per R): refusal of CS(B) 
- seLup_nack (addr r, addr R, bidir, per I): refusal of rCF(R) 
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Releasing bandwidth 

Prirnitives between the application and the ICF(I) 

- reLreq (addr I, addr R, bidir, per I): ICF(I) requests the disconnection 
- relJnd (addr I, addr R, bidir, per 1): ICF(I) informs that the connection is released 

Primitives between the application and the ICF(R) 

- reLreq (addr I, addr R, bidir, per R): leF(R) requests the disconnection 
- relJnd (addr I, addr R, bidir, per R): IeF(R) informs that the connection is released 

PDUs 

- disconnect (addr I, addr R, VCI(A)): request from ICF(I) 
- disconnect (addr I, addr R, VCI(B)): request from ICF(R) 
- disconnecLA (addr I, addr R, VCI(A)): release of VellA) by CM(A) 
- disconnecLB (addr I, addr R, VCI(B)): release of VCl(B) by CM(B) 

Bandwidth allocation scheme 

The number of applications which require real-time isochronous services changes dynam
ically. We have continuously requests for opening and releasing connections. In order 
to guarantee a real-time isochronous service in a high speed dynamic environment, we 
propose the following strategy: 

• as a DQDB network is a high speed network, it is technically impossible (at least 
nowadays) to compute on-line bandwidth allocation for the periodic traffic (time
line) and to still satisfy the application timing requirements. Therefore the time-line 
must be computed before its starting up: selection of an off-line scheduling 
algorithm . 

• the behavior of the end users requests for opening/releasing isochronous connections 
is absolutely unpredictable. Thus, means for changing on-line the operation mode 
must be provided: selection of an on-line mode change algorithm. 

These two algorithms are implemented in the module CM of the nodes CS(A) and 
CS(B). 

The off-line scheduling algorithm, which is based on the well-known Rat.e Monotonic 
(RM) algorithm [LL 73) consists, at first, of a feasibility test (can a new connection re
quest be scheduled by always satisfying the real-time requirements?) and second, if the 
feasibility test is positive, of a time-line generation algorithm (new bus slot allocation). 

The on-line mode change algorithm decides the time when the time-line changing 
operation can be executed, guaranteeing a minimum responsivelless level to the system 
mode change. 
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3 FORMAL MODELING AND VERIFICATION OF THE 
SERVICE PROTOCOL PAIR 

Methodology 
The formal analysis is based on the formal model labeled Petri nets [Llo90). These nets 
are an extension of classical Petri nets [BRA83). One label has the format condition 
and/or action: the conditions are the reception of messages (noted ?M) and the actions 
are the sending of messages (noted !M). 

A symbolic interpreter, called PIPN (Prolog Interpreter Petri Nets) [Llo90), which al
lows the execution of the specifications has been developed in LAAS and Verilog Society. 
Prolog predicates are used for describing the formal model. The interpreter allows com
position of nets; composition being derived from transition merging: a transition with a 
label !X can be merged with a transition with a label ?M. 

The interpreter can perform the following verification operations: exploration of the 
space of reachable states (reachability analysis which gives the marking graph); projection 
methods on the marking graph (an automaton) in order to obtain abstract views with 
respect to a set of events and/or states. 

Modeling 

Hypothesis 

We consider that the initiator node is upstream on the bus A, i.e. it is on the left on the 
figure l. Thus, the CM module which has the leading role is the CM(A). 

Local models 

The Petri net models of the ICF(I), ICF(R), CM(A) and CM(B) are represented respec
tively in the figures 2, 3, 4 and 5. The transitions are only labeled with the names of the 
primitives and/or PDUs; the parameters are not represented. 

Let us briefly comment only the ICF(!) and ICF(R) models. The models of CM(A) 
and CM(B) can easily be understood after this presentation. 

ICF(I) model: figure 2 

The transition sequence t 1, t2, t3, t4 represents a successful bandwidth allocation phase. 
The unsuccessful allocation phase is represented by several sequences: sequence t 1 , ts 

(refusal of CM(A)); sequence t 1 , i 2 , t 9 , tlO (refusal of CM(B)); sequence tlo i 2 , t ll , t12 (refusal 
of ICF(R)). 

The bandwidth release phase is represented by several sequences: sequence (ts, i6, i7) 
and (is, t 1S , t14) (ICF(I) requests the disconnection); t 13, t14 (lCF( R) requests the discon
nection). 

ICF(R) model: figure 3 

The transition sequence t 1 , t2 , t3 , t4 represents a successful bandwidth allocation phase. 
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r-----------------====~Pl)---------------------, 

? secup_nack_A I t 
! open_conf(-) 8 

? disconnect_A I 
! open_conf(-) 

In 
? disconneccB I 

!reUnd 

114 

'--____ --' ? disconnect_A 

Figure 2: leF(I) model. 

? dlsconnect_A / 
! open3onfC-) 
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The no successful allocation phase is represented by one transition is (refusal of 
eM( A)) and two sequences: sequellce iI, ill, t 12, t l3 (refusal of lC1<'( R)); sequence t l , i 2 , t9 , t J () 

(refusal of CM(B)). 
The bandwidth release phase is represented by several sequences: sequence (is, t6, i7) 

and (tS,t16, i17) (ICF(R) requests the disconnection); t 14 , tIS (ICF(I) requests the discon
nection). 

Global model 

The Global model is got by interconnecting the four models described 111 the prevIOus 
section through a medium which is considered without losses. 

Verification 

Two kinds of properties have been verified on the global model: general properties (i.e. 
not dependent on the mission) and specific properties (i.e. dependent 011 the mission). 

Global properties 

The marking graph (number of states) is bOllmled (5927 markings), Ii \'c (all the tra llsi lions 
are fired). It proofs that this specification call bC' implemented. 
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? disconnecl_A I 
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? set_up I 
! set_up_nack_A 
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? set_up_ack __ A I 
! open_ind 

., open_resp( +) I 
! set_up_8ck 

Figure :3: ICF(R) model. 

PI 

? set_up I 
! sel_up_ack_A 

? set_up_nack_B / 
! disconnect_A 

?disconneCI tg --

? discormect I 
! disconnect_A 

Figure 4: CM(A) model. 

I, 

?open3 esp(-)/ 
! set_up_nack 

? disconnect B 

? set_up_nack I 
! disconnect_A 

? disconnect B I 
! disconnect=..A 
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t8 

? set_up_ack I 
! set_up_8ck_B 

? connect 

t ? dlSconnect I 

ts Ps 'I dISconnect A d 4 I dlsconnecl_B 

? disconnect 112 P6 

Figure ,5: CM(B) model. 

Specific properties 

? disconnect_A I 
1 disconnecl_B 

The specific properties are got through a projection technique based on the observational 
equivalence [MiI80J. We can get abstract views representing the behavior of a system not 
only with respect to observable events but also to unobservable events which occurrence 
influence the trace of the observable ones. 

Two kinds of abstract views were obtained: the abstract views of the local service 
provided by reF(r) and reFeR) and the abstract view of the global service provided by 
the reF layer to the applications entities. We have made a projection on the service 
primitives (observable events). ell e2 , ... , en are equivalent state classes. 

Local services: figure 6 

Service at the initiator side (lCF(l» 
After the reception of the ope1Lreq by lCF(l), there are two unobservable events: T\ 

represents the acceptance of CM(A), lCF(R) and CM(B) and T2 represents the refusal of 
CM(A) or rCF(R) or CM(B). The sequence el , C2 , C3 , Cs represents a successful band
width allocation phase and the sequence C1 , C2 , C4 , C1 a.n unsuccessful one. 

The sequence Cs, C6 represents the bandwidth release pha.se when reF(r) requests 
(reLreq) and when reFeR) requests (reLind). 

Service at the responder side (lCF(R» 
After the acceptance of reFeR) (C1 , C2 , C3 ), there are two unobservable events: TI 

means the refusal of CM(B) and T2 means the acceptance of CM(B). The sequence 
('\, e2 , C3 , Cs, C6 represents a successful bandwidth allocation phase and the sequences 
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C\, C2 , C1 (ICF(R) refusal) and C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , C1 (CM(B) refusal) an unsuccessful one. 
The sequence C6 , C7 represents the bandwidth release phase when ICF(R) requests 

(reLreq) and when ICF(I) requests (reLind). 

a· Service du c6te appelant b - Service du c6le appete 

Figure 6: Local services. 

Global service: figure 7 

Vie note respectively reLreql, rd jndl and reLreq2, reLind2 the primitives to release 
bandwidth at the ICF(I) and at the ICF(R). 

This figure illustrates the following points: 

- after the reception of the open_req by ICF(I) (C1 , C2 ), we have two unobservable 
events, T1 and T2, which have consequences for the future behavior: T] represents the 
acceptance of CM(A) and T2 represents the refusal of CM(A). 

- after the acceptance of ICF(R) (open_resp(+)), there are two possibilities: MC(B) 
accepts (T3) or MC(B) refuse (T4)' 

- the sequence C1 , C2 , C3 , C's, C6 , C7 , C9 , ClD , C12 , C13 , C14 , C\s, C16 represents a suc
cessful bandwidth allocation phase. The sequences (C7 , Cg , C12 , CIS), (C7 , C9 , C]3, C15 ), 

(C7 , ClD , C13 , C16 ) and (C7 , ClO , C14 , C\6) represent the interleaving of the end of this phase 
in the ICF(I) and ICF(R) modules. Note that the release phase can start in the ICF(I) 
or in the ICF(R) before the termination of the allocation phase. 

- the sequences (Cg , C12 , C15 , C17 ), (C13 , C15 , C17 ), (C13 , C16 , C17 ) and (ClD , C]4, C16 , C17 ) 

represent the bandwidth release phase. Note that passing from C\s or C16 to C17 through 
the arc labeled with reLreq means the crossing of the PDUs of this phase. 
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Finally we can say that the protocol which has been specified provides the expected 
service. 

!csUnd(.) 

Figure 7: Global service. 

4 BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION SCHEME 

The off-line scheduling algorithm 

The Feasibility Test 

In order to make this test, we have, at first, to evaluate the bus utilization. 
Consider a set of n connections Ci with periods Pi. Pi is the integer number of slots 

which separates two consecutive slots conveying data of the connection C. Then the bus 
utilization U is: 

As we are considering the use of the RM algorithm, the appropriated feasibility test 
is the following one: 

The limit of 4 when n -+ 00 is 69.:3% which then keeps always bandwidth for the 
asynchronous traffic transmitted using QA access. 

The time-line generation 

The time-line generation algorithm provides the bus slot allocation for a. previously defined 
periodic connection set. As we are considering the use of the RM aJgorithm, the slot 
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allocation must comply with the following condition: 
Slots are allocated first to connections with shor·ter periods. 
The time-line is computed for the time-windowtl,0 ::; t/ ::; LCM(P], Pz, P3 , ... ,Pn). 

We call LC M(P], P2 , P3 , ... , Pn ) the time-line cycle. The generation of the time-line is 
got by the execution of the following rules: 

Rule 1 - Ordering connections. 
A list of all connections sorted in order of increasing period is generated, p] ::; Pz ... ::; 

Pj ::; Pj+I'" ::; Pn . 

Rule 2 - Assignment of the slots to the connections. Slots are assigned first 
to connections with shorter periods for all the time-line cycle. 

For each connection Ci in the list, with i=l,2, ... ,n do: 
For k=O to ((LCM/Pi)-l) assign the first available slot of the interval /, kPi ::; / < (k+ 

IJPi . 

With the rule 2, slots are assigned to a connection C i for every occurrence of Pi in the 
time-line cycle. As connections are considered in the increasing order of their periods, it 
is guaranteed that connections with shorter periods always gain the access first. We note 
p/ the kth occurrence of the period P,. 

An example of the time-line is represented on the figure 8. "Ve have 3 connections: 
C\ (p] = 4), C z (Pz = 6), C3 (P3 = 12). Then the LCM(P], P2 , P3 ) = 12. 

start of the 
time-line 

cycle 

period ofC3 

pt period of C2 2nd period of C 2 

lSlperiod ofC] 2nd period of C1 3rd period ofCl 
~~---------... end of the 
~ I I @ZI I I I ti~~~l~ne 

U Cl 188 C2 ~ C3 

Figure 8: Time-line example. 

On-line mode change algorithm 

The goal of this algorithm is to provide the transition of a running time-line to a new time
line guaranteeing correctness on the slots generation. By corTectness we mean that only 
and only one slot will be generated for every pt of every connection C i of the running time
linf. which still will be in the new tillle-Hllf. The time-line transitioll must be transparent 
to these connections. 

In order to present the algorithm, we give. at first, two examples to illustrate the 
correctness problem. Then we present some important concepts and we successively 
consider the cases of adding one connection and removing one connection. 

Examples 

Example 1 
Consider the running time-line generated for it set of six connectiolls C1 • C2 , ••• , C6 with 

periods P1 = .5, P2 = ... P6 = 20 alld the new time-line which results from the addition 
of the connectioll C7 with period P, = 5 (figures 9.a, 9.b). Suppose tha.t the transition 
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is made after the generation of the fourth slot in the running time-line. The slots will be 
generated as it is illustrated on the figure 9.c. We can see that one "extra" slot will be 
assigned to connection C4 in this period, leading to a lack of correctness. 

The assignment of an "extra" slot (slot duplication) for one connection Ci in the k
occurrence of the period Pi, results from the fact that the condition of the connection is 
different in the two time-lines when the transition is made. Taking the example of the 
figure 9, the condition of C4 at the running time-line is: the slot requested in Pi have 
already been assigned; in the new time-line it is: the slot requested in Pi has not yet been 
assigned. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

~.~~§~_DDD~DDDD~DDDD 

a -Running time-line cycle 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

~n.mD~_§_D~nDDD~nDDD 

b- New time-line cycle 

slots from the running extra slot to C4 
time-line cycle ,I 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 J3 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

~.~DD~_e_D~nDDD~.DDD 

c - slots sequence when transition is made at the end of the fourth slot (running time-line) 

slots from the running 
time-line cycle 

slots from the new 
time-line cycle 

I 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

~.~D~~_DDD~.DDD~nDDD 

d - slots sequence when transition is made after an unassigned slot in the new time-line (loth slol) 

~C, • C2 9 C5 m C6 IDD C7 

Figure 9: Time-line transition when a conllection is a.dded. 

Example 2 
Consider now the reverse of the previous example, with the same connection pa

rameters. The new time-line and thE' running time-line of the previous case are now, 
respectively, the running time-line and the new time-line (figures IO.a, IO.b). 

Suppose that the connection C7 has to be removed from the running time-line. If the 
transition is made after the fourth slot generation in the running time-line, a slot is not 
assigned for connection C 4 for the period Pl (slot loss) (figure IO.c). As ill the previolls 
case, the condition of C4 is different in the time-lines: in the running time-line, the slot 
has not yet been assigned to C!; in the 11t'W time-line, the slot bas already been assigned 
to C4 • 

Conclusion 
These examples show that. the correctness cannot. be guarantE'ed when the time-line 

transition is made at any instant. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

~D_~.~.a_~_DDD~DD 

a -Running time-line cycle 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
~_~~~~_DDD~DDDD~DDDD 

slots from the running 
time-line cycle 

b - New time-line cycle 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

~._~~~_DDD~DDDD~DDDD 

c - slots sequence when transition is made at the end of the fourth slot (running time-line) 
no slot is assigned to C4 at this cycle 

slots from the running 
time-line cycle 

slots from the new 
time-line cycle 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

~~_~.~.~_D~DDDD~DDDD 

d - slots sequence when transition is made after an unassigned slot in the running time-line (lfih slot) 

~C, 

Figure 10: Time-line transition when a connection is removed. 

Two kinds of concepts must be introduced: concepts related to the time-line itself; and 
concepts related to the transition between a running time-line and a new Lillie-line. 

Tinl.e-line concepts 

Definition 4.1 (Pending connection) A connection C j is pending at the instant t/ of 
the time-line, suchthatkPj :s; t/ < (k+l)Pj , k=O,l, ... ,(LCMjPj -l), if no slot has 
yet been assigned for this connection in the ph OCCUITence of the pel'iod. 

Lenuna 4.1 If t/ is the starting instant of an unassigned slot, then there is no pending 
connection at t/. 

Proof 
Assume that there is a pending connection Ci at t/, kPj :s; t/ < (k + l)P;, k = 

0,1, ... , (LC M j P; - 1), and i/ is the starting instant of an unassigned slot. 
This contradicts the rule 2 of the time-line generation algorithm, which assigns the 

first available slot of the interval I, kPi :s; I < (k + I)Pi , k = 0,1, ... , (LC Mj Pi - 1) to 
connection C;. 

o 
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Time-line transition concepts 

Comparison of the two time-lines 
We compare two time-lines by making reference to an instant tl called tic situated in 

the present cycle of the running time-line: the two time-lines must be compared with the 
starting instants of their cycles which are coinciding. Call LC Mr and LC Mn the LCM of 
respectively the running and the new time-lines. We have two sub-cases: 

• LC Mr ::; LC Mn: tic belongs to the first cycle of the new time-line . 

• LCMr > LCMn : call X £gZ~. We have X cycles of the new time-line 
during the present running time-line cycle. In a general way, tic is such that (b
l).LCMn ::; tic::; b.LCMn, with b = 1,2, ... ,X, then tic belongs to the bth cycle 
of the new time-line. 

Definition 4.2 (Time-line transition instant) The instant of the time-line tmnsition 
mlLst glLamntee the correctness on the slots genemtion, i.e. no slot duplications and no 
slot losses. 

Theorem 4.1 If the time-line tmnsition is made at the instant tic where there are no 
pending connections, neither in the running time-line cycle nor in the bth cycle of the 
new time-line, then the time-line tmnsition can be made and the em'rectness property is 
guaranteed. 

Proof 
Since at the instant tic there is no pending connection in both time-lines, these means 

that slots have already been assigned for the current p/ of every connection in both time
lines. Then, even if the time-line is changed at this instant, as there were no pending 
connections in both time-lines, exactly one and only one slot will be assigned for every 
P,k+! in the new time-line. Hence, correctness is guaranteed. 

o 

It is important to see that the simplest approach for changing the time-line with the 
correctness property is to make the time-line transition at the end of the running time-line 
cycle. However, this approach has a major drawback: it entails a high response time to 
users requests in the case of a long time-line cycle. 

As previously mentioned, a high system responsiveness to users requests is highly 
desirable. Considering that connection periods can be long and can have different values, 
the time-line cycle can be extremely long. As a consequence, this approach may not 
provide the required system responsiveness. 

In the following subsections we define an approach in order to provide a better system 
responsiveness than this one. The basic idea of the approach is to establish a condition 
which allows time-line transition before the end of the running time-line cycle. 
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Adding a connection 

We define a sufficient but not necessary condition for detecting the first instant tic when 
there is no pending connections in both time-lines. 

In order to guarantee the correctness, it is sufficient to respect the condition of no 
pending connections in both time-lines. The following lemma establish when it occurs. 

Lenll11a 4.2 V tic) if there is no pending connection in the new time-line at tic, then the1'e 
is no pending connection in the running time-line at tic' 

Refer to [CVJ94] for a proof of this lemma. 
Finally, we define the transition instant tit when the changing of the system time-line 

preserves the correctness. 

Theorem 4.2 The transition instant tit is the instant tic which corresponds to the starting 
instant of the fil'st unassigned sial ill Ihe new time-line. 

Proof 
It follows from lemma 4.1 that at the tit instant there is no pending connection in tbe 

new time-line. By lemma 4.2, there is no pending connection in both time-lines. Hence, 
from theorem 4.1, the correctness is guaranteed. 

o 

We have represented in the figure 9.d the time-line change which guarantees the cor
rectness. 

Rernoving a connection 

We have shown (theorem 4.1) that when there is no pending connections in both time
lines, the correctness is guaranteed. Let us analyze when it occurs in the case of a 
connection is removed. We can easily see that the lemma 4.2 can be changed by making 
the permutation between running time-line and new time-line. 

Lenlnla 4.3 V tic) if there is no pending connection in the ntnning time-line at tic, then 
there is no pending connection in the new time-line at tic. 

Thus, we can define the transition instant tit. 

Theorem 4.3 The transition instant tit is the instant tic which corresponds to the starting 
instant of the first unassigned slot in the running time-line. 

Proof 
It follows from lemma 4.1 that at the instant tit there is no pending connection in 

the running time-line. By lemma 4.3, there is no pending connection in both time-lines. 
Hence, from theorem 4.1, the correctness is guaranteed. 

o 

V>le have represented at figure 1O.d the time-line change which guarantees the correct
ness. 
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Tinl.e-line transition delay upper bound 

The worst-case delay to replace the running time-line by the new computed one, depends 
on the maximum number of consecutive assigned slots. We have shown [CV J94] that this 
number is upper bounded by (Pn - 1). Pn being the longest period of the connection 
period set. 

5 CONCLUSION 

The study presented in this paper is, in our mind, an innovative work in the area of 
real-time isochronous services based on the PA access of a DQDB network: 

• we have specified a service-protocol pair for the bandwidth allocation and releases 
phases, which has procedures similar to the procedures for originating and terminat
ing circuit switched calls. Furthermore, this service-protocol pair has been formally 
modeled with Petri nets and validated . 

• we have proposed a bandwidth allocation scheme which consists of an off line 
scheduling algorithm and an on line mode change algorithm. The off line scheduling 
algorithm which is a discrete version of the well known Rate Monotonic algorithm 
is easy to be implemented. The on line mode change alg01'ithm which is, to our best 
knowledge, a new contribution is independent of the utilization context. 

Finally, we also plan to make a performance evaluation of the service-protocol pair 
specified for the connection-oriented isoc.hrono11s service by using the methodology that 
have been proposed in [CJ94]. 
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